District Learning Re-Entry Plan
The City School District of New Rochelle’s Distance Learning Reentry Plan (DLRP)
provides meaningful and regular interactions between teachers and students from Pre-K
to Grade 12. This section supports families and students’ understanding of important
aspects of the DLRP—the technologies and expectations.
CSDNR is committed to implementing units of study, content, and assessments that
encompass its current PK-12 curriculum; however, if circumstances require us to
implement a DLRP this will require making smart, tactical adjustments to curriculum in
order to ensure that high standards and expectations for learning are not compromised.
CSDNR believes DLRP is a robust and effective model of instruction and we are
committed to delivering an experience that features both synchronous and
asynchronous learning environments. Learning opportunities will depend on grade level,
subject matter, lesson plan materials, and other factors.
If circumstances require implementation of the DLRP, teachers will continue to guide,
support, and challenge students to take on new responsibilities and to become excited
about new learning. To ensure their success, they will also need to partner with parents
and guardians for support in engaging students in experiences that stretch their
understanding and expand their new learning.
To do this, the DLRP will provide parents and guardians with direction on how best to
guide student learning with appropriate involvement. Families will have options and
sources for flexibility that will give them choice and ownership as the DLRP experience
develops.

Distance Learning Schedule
Elementary Schools (PK-5)
• Will vary by grade level.
• Example of a block schedule:
• 8:25AM - 11:00AM
• Morning meeting with each class to set the expectations and schedule for the day as
well as required lessons
(varies by grade).
• 11:00AM - 1:00 PM
• Lunch/Recess, as well as CAMPEL, AIS, Related Services
• 1:00PM – 2:45PM

• CAMPEL, AIS, Related Services, etc.
• 2:45PM - End-Day
• Meeting with teacher to review work, instruct on how to submit, etc.
Secondary Schools (Grades 6-12)
• Students will follow their student schedules
• Instruction will be synchronous

Technology to Support Distance Learning
The chart below provides a partial list of available technology and communication tools
within DLRP. Google and Zoom will serve as the main platforms for remote video
conferencing.

